Why a world adventure?
The world is incredible with wildlife,
nature and landscape...
Life is different with culture, human
behavior, life style...
We can read about it, watch them, and
search for photos, but nothing can be
the same to discover yourself.
We have started our adventure on July
2016. And we figured out a lot of things
since now about ourselves as well.
We learn to deal with stress, take more
risks, find quick solutions, be happy with
small things, learn our limits and
discover ourselves.
And we know that life is as good as
sharing. For this reason, we share
everything from social media what we
have seen, learned and experienced.

Why by motorcycle?
This is the hard part to explain why do I
like to ride motorcycle and changed
Ferry’s mind as well.
When we ask our self the questions we
can say some words:
Adrenalin, adventure, hobby, feeling
wind, freedom…
•
•
•

•

•

Sometimes we go where cars can’t
go.
Can’t find public transport to go
somewhere but we can.
A lot of mountain roads, zigzags,
dirty road we can enjoy how long we
want.
We can see a lot of small villages in
the middle of nowhere. We learn a
lot.
The experience comes more alive.

When we are traveling ;
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Staying in local houses to learn their
life and culture.
Activities with kids: teach some
sports, English, geography…etc, also
learn from them their language as
well a little.
Visiting amazing places in the world.
Also doing diving, hiking, jumping,
canoe...etc.
Riding most famous and remote
roads for fun and adventure.
---------------------We have been staying 85% in the tent
and cooking ourself. We stay wild,
village, camping side, hotel parking...
We have been doing all maintanance
on the motorcycle our self.
---------------------We are learning about our self, our
own personality.
What we can do and cannot do.
See what our limits are.

About Our Journey

Who is TatliGezgin?
•

I was born in Adana, Turkey and lived in Istanbul. I studied math and
computer programmer. After that I got my math teacher certificate. I was
system analyst but learn education system and kids behavior were always so
interest for me. Therefore my master degrees for Education systemmanagement, kid sociology.

•

I was vice president in a IT department of a bank. I liked my job so much but
I never could stop thinking about how much beautiful the world is. I was just
reading a lot about culture, life, nature, wildlife since I was 13.

•

One day, my brother called me and said we lost our mother. I was just on the
phone with my mother a couple of hours before. I understood that life is
short, never know what happens tomorrow. So, I resigned from my job, took
my backpack and went to South America. I needed to start somewhere to
discover the world with my eyes. South America was amazing continent to
see culture and nature.

•

After 2 years in Latin America I went Indonesia to start my Asia journey. I
was riding motorcycle on 2006 but 2 years later my carrier and my hobby
couldn’t match well. So, no more ride! When I was in Bali I rented scooters
and turn back the road again on February 2016.

•

Suddenly my life has changed. I met Ferry in Indonesia and fell in love. I was
on the road he was on a holiday. I told him my dream to travel around to
world by motorcycle. Even if he never ride motorcycle before, never go to
camping and never plan to go Africa until that moment He said ok, Let’s go!

Who is OneRoadOneWorld?
•

I was born in Alkmaar (Netherlands) and raised in a town nearby called
Langedijk. After school I decided I wanted to do something else then start
working so I bought a backpack and took a plane to Australia.

•

I stayed there for a year working and traveling. This is where the travel
virus hit me! After coming back I started a job, bought a house, a car etc.

•

After a few different jobs I started my own business what gave me much
more freedom to travel again, mostly my trips where about one month
everywhere around the world. Till that moment I went to Sulawesi
(Indonesia) met Gulcin and fell in love.

•

When she told me about her dreams I had no second thoughts about it, I
sold everything I owned and bought before, my house, car, clothes
everything!

•

Now I needed a motorcycle and camping equipment, but first a drivers
license to ride motorcycle. Yes I never ride motorcycle before, I never
camped before and nowadays I live in tent and move around on a
motorcycle. I’m loving it, best decision ever made!

Unexpected News : Breast Cancer
Middle of the world trip we got news that GuIcin is diagnosed breast
cancer. According to the doctors' estimates, this illegal passenger has
been traveling with us for 2 years.
Our fight, which started as a simple operation, lasted 1.5 years. During
this time, we held onto each other tightly, we waited impatiently for the
moment we would return to our dreams and we always believed that we
would be victorious.
We didn’t stop ride bike, Gulcin took her treatment city to city in Turkey
and we were on the road for breast cancer awareness. So, we turned
around Turkey in six months to awareness ‘Find Early! Fight Easy!’
We are turn back our world trip soon. We want to keep continue to do
what we like for road, explore, dreams, awareness…

About us and journey : Life is short... (It is unlisted video, can not show up on youtube)
About our fight :

Never give up!

About some projects : Find Early! Fight Easy!
Women Rider Awareness
Stop make dirty my home!

Share our journey
When we started to travel together around the world by motorcycles we decided to have a new blog where
we can write our experiences in English to get more international.

Therefore, we created “One Road One World” and continue “TatliGezgin”.

We want to have real fans, who are really interested in what we have been doing. So, we proceed slowly but
confidently on our blogs.
When we were fighting with breast cancer we had a little break our blogs but now, we continue where we left for
the Websites, YouTube, Instagram and Facebook…

Share our journey
“Hit the road! Discover world! Understand life!”, a lot of adventure,
stories and experience…We have been producing and editing contents
with our self from the journey.

•

Sharing our adventure on our social networks and websites.
–

•

Growing our numbers of followers day by day who want to share our
experience with us.

Also sharing our journey on other blogs and newsfeeds
–

–

We are member of a lot of pages and blogs who like adventure, camping,
riding, hiking…. Here, we don’t only share our journey we also answer a lot of
questions.
We talk on tv or interview with newspaper sometimes. Also, we write for a
motorcycle magazine.

Share our journey (Facebook)
https://www.facebook.com/oneroadoneworld/

https://www.facebook.com/TatliGezgin/

(09.2013)
(since 06.2016)

(since 09.2013)

Share our journey (Instagram)
(Since 08.2016)

https://www.instagram.com/oneroadoneworld/

(Since 11.2014)

https://www.instagram.com/tatligezgin/

Share our journey (Youtube)
https://www.youtube.com/oneroadoneworld

As of January 2020, we were finally able to focus on our YouTube channel. We are trying to engage
potential subscribers on YouTube to our channel. We also invite followers on our other social media
accounts on here.

Share our journey (Website)
http://oneroadoneworld.com
In our opinion, there is another important area that is skipped time to
time among the social media resources; website.
We like to write about road stories, detailed info, life, motorcycle, camp
... etc., and people can find us easily from search consoles. After 1.5
years break we area starting to update the website again.

Share our journey (Website)
•

www.tatligezgin.com

Unfortunately, I have not written on the page for years, except some
basic information. The website still continues to get hits.
For breast cancer awareness, I thought that I should write on topics
that we do not know that much about. I wasn't mistaken, people need
to read.

So, I will continue writing on this page for many topics soon.

We can offer our experience to your consumer from a real perspective. We can create a quality content that not only
influences from our social media, also we can use other blogs, websites, magazines and social networks.

Your company will have the opportunity to choose the type of content they require or entrust the work of approach to us.
And also, as support, you will have access to our current photos and audio visual data base. If you will be one of the
company who support us we can talk about copyright, after that.

www.oneroadoneworld.com

www.tatligezgin.com

Ferry Schouten
bekpekferry@hotmail.com
hello@oneroadoneworld.com

Gulcin Sogut
gulcin@sogut.com
hello@tatligezgin.com

+31 646124306 (whatsapp)

---we always have local number,
so changing each countries---

+90 535 3456795 (whatsapp)

